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Scenario:

On the night of October 14th, incredibly smart scientists had gathered for an intense
game of dungeons and dragons. The friends gathered included Sheldon Cooper, Leonard
Hofstadter, Howard Wolowitz, and Rajesh Koothrappali. Allof these individuals have a PHD

except Howard. On this night these friends had also convinced their wives/girlfriend to attend
and participate in the evening's festivities; Penny, Bernadette, and Amy Farrah Fowler. While
they played they ate take out from their favorite Chinese restaurant.

After everyone retired for the night and Sheldon was sleeping on his new star wars
sheets, someone entered the apartment of Sheldon Cooper and Leonard Hofstadter. Once
inside, this perpetrator erased the complicated formutas Sheldon had prepared for his new
ideas about string theory. They also poured a blue liquid substance on "sheldon's spot" on the
tan couch in his living room. Everyone knows how much Sheldon loves that spot.
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After securing the apartment including forcing Leonard out of his room in the middle of the night to go to
Penny's apartment, Sheldon began to collect the evidence. Five Right Thumb Print (evidence A-E) were found on the
window seal leading into the apartment. Another fingerprint (Evidence F) was found on the window latch on the inside
of the apartment. Sheldon's current theory is that someone at the dungeons and dragons game, unlocked the window
so they could re-enter the apartment from the outside fire escape. Two other sets of prints (evidence G and H) were
found on the edge of the whiteboard eraser. A sample was collected of the substance on the couch and mass spec
(Evidence l) was run. A fiber (Evidence J) was found floating in the mysterious liquid. Each suspect's home was searched
for similar liquids and also tested. Two other fibers (Evidence K and L) were found on the latch leading into the
apartment from the window believed to have been torn from the culprit's clothing. A single hair (Evidence M) and drops
of blood (Evidence O) was found on the edge of the coffee table. Another Hair (Evidence N) was found on the arm of the
couch. Two mysterious powders (Evidence P and Q) were found on the floor of the apartment by the whiteboard, while
another was found on the actual marker tray (Evidence R). While investigating and collecting samples, Sheldon found a

note reading "Sheldon, You're an emotionless robot!" Chromatography testing was run on the pen (Evidence S) from the
note. Because of Sheldon's superstitious nature he only lets girls write with one type of pen (Pen A) and boys write with
another type (Pen B) during a dungeons and dragons game.

To prep for his investigation, Sheldon has meticulously organized the bios on each of his suspects along with
labeled evidence. Evidence can be found on the next page and on your table. Bios immediately follow the crime scene

evidence sheet. Your job is to test, analyze, and identify each piece of evidence as needed. Compare your results to the
suspect bios and determine the culprii who-ruined Sheldon's "spot" (On tire couch) and his research on the whiteboard.
Also answer the questions in your packet as you work.



. Crime Scene Evidence:

7. Finger prints

Evidence D

2. Mass Spec of couch substance (Evidence l):

3. Slide of Hair Sample (Evidence N):
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4. Rr of ink tested from the note (Evidence S):

Rf Orange: .127

Rf Yellow: .040

Rf Blue: .222

Rf Purple: .333

Rf lndigo: .278
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I
Name: Sheldon Lee Cooper

Fianc6: Amy Farrah Fowlgr

Best Friend: Leonard (maybe)

Other: Eidetic memory, lQ cannot be measured by normal tests

Occupation: Senior Theoretical Physicist

Blood Type: B+

Pets or Access to Animals: None directly

Hair characteristics: Dark Brown, Broken medulla

Clothing worn on day of crime: Cotton T-Shirt and Linen Pants

Right Thumb Print:
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Suspect 1 .,

Name: Leonard Leakey Hofstadter
j

Born: May 1980

Spouse: Penny

tiest Fr:iend: Sheldon

Other: Lactose lntolerant

Occupation: Experimental Physicist

Blood Type: B+

Pet or access to animals: None Directly

Hair Characteristics: Dark brown, Absent Medulla

Clothing worn on the day of the crime: Cotton T-shirt and a brown linen jacket with denim jeans

Mass Spec Blue Liquids found at apartment and work: ,

Liquid 1: Liquid 2:

Chemical Access: Sodium Carbonate, Sucrose, magnesium Sulfate, calcium nitrate
a

Right Thumb Print:
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Name: Penny (maiden name?) Hofstadter

Born: December 2, 1"985

Spouse: Leonard Hofstadter

Best Friend: Bernadette

Occupation: pharmaceutical sales rep

Other: Vegetarian who eats fish and the occasional steak, Sagittarius

Blood Type: B-

Pet or access to animals: Sister visited last week from the farm & Squirrel she feeds on her balcony

Hair characteristics: Blonde, Broken Medulla

Clothing worn on the day of the crime: Wool sweater with silk scarf and denim pants.

Mass Spec Blue Liquids found at apartment and work:
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ChemicalAccess: Sodium Acetate, Calcium Sulfate, Sodium Carbonate, Ammonium Chloride

Right Thumb Print:



Suspect 3

Howard Joel (Fruit Loop),Wolowitz

Weight: L18 pounds

Spouse: Bernadette

Best Friend: Raj

Occupation: aerospace engineer and former NASA astronaut

Other: Online gaming name ,,Wolo 
wizard,, , peanut allergy

Blood Type: B-

Pet or access to animals: none directly

Hair Characteristics: Dark Brown, Absent Medula

:lT:'it:flffiJn::[,::tn'crime: 
Polvesterrlannet parterned shirt over a cotton r-shirt with denim pants, vans,

Mass Spec Blue Liquids found at apartment and work:

Liquid 1:
Liquid 2:
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ChemicalAccess: sodium Hydrogen carbonate, cornstarch, sucrose, Boric Acid
Right Thumb print:
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Bernadette Maryann Rostenkowski-Wolowitz

Occupation: Microbiologist

Spouse: Howard

Best Friend: Penny

Other: Polish, sounds like Howard's mom when she is angry

Blood Type: A+

Pet or access to animals: bat and Squirrel

Hair Characteristics: Blonde, Absent Medulla

Clothing worn on the day of the crime: Cotton shirt with Nylon cardigan, and spandex skirt

Mass Spec Blue Liquids found at apartment and work:
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ChemicalAccess: Ammonium Chloride, LithirLm Chloride, Calcium Nitrate, Sodium Acetate

Right Thumb Print:
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Rajesh (Raj) Ramayan Koothrappali

Born: October G, L9g1

Occupation: Astrophysicist

Spouse: none

Best friend: Howard

Other: Has Selective Mutism

Blood Type: 0+

Pet or access to animals: Chihuahua, bat

Hair Color: Dark Brown, Solid medulla

clothing worn on the day of the crime: woor sweater and Spandex pants
Mass Spec Blue Liquids found at apartment and work:

Liquid L; 
Liquid 2:
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ChemicalAccess: None

Right Thumb print:
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"l've said this before and l,ll say it again: Aquaman sucks!,,



Amy Farrah Fowler

Occupation: Neurobiologist

Fianc6: Sheldon

Bbst Friend: Penny

Other: Has own language and allergic to avocados

Blood Type: AB+

Pet or access to animals: Primate, Cow

Hair Characteristics: Dark Brown, Solid Medulla

Clothing worn on the day of the crime: Spandex shirt, with Nylon cardigan, with a second Nylon cardigan over the first,

and a Polyester skirt.

Mass Spec Blue Liquids found at apartment and work:

Liquid 1: Liquid 2:
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Chemical Access: Cornstarch, Glucose, Lithium Chloride, Calcium Nitrate

Right Thumb Print:
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School:

Cy-Fa I ls Science Olym piad 2OL6-2O77
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Team Answer Sheet

Team:

Section A: Qualitative Analysis l20%l

Powder Chemical Name and
identifying markers (test
results)

ChemicalFormula Relation to suspect

Evidence P

Evidence Q

Evidence R

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What is the chemical formula for magnesium sulfate?

What is the chemicalformula for boric acid?
1

What is the chemical formula for sodium bicarbonate?

What color will the lithium ion produce in a flame test?

Which solid(s) will produce gas whehlHCl(aq) is added?

6. Which solid can be identified basbd on the outcome of the Benedict's test?



Section B: Polymers (20%)

L.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

lf a strand of hair were a pencil, what part qf the hair would the yellow paint represent?

lf a strand of hair were a pencil, what part of the hair would the wood represent?

lf a strand of hair were a pencil, what part of the hair would the lead represent?

Wherq do you find DNA in a piece of hair evidence?

Does Evidence M have a solid, broken, or absent medulla?

Does Evidence M belong to a human or animal?

Who, if anyone, does evidence M implicate? Explain

8.

9.

What kind of hair is Evidence N?

Who, if anyone, does Evidence N implicate? Explain

Fiber:

L.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

What type of Fabric is Evidence J?

What type of Fabric is evidence K?

Who does Evidence J implicate?

Who does Evidence L implicate?

Who does Evidence K implicate?

What type of Fabric is evidence L?

Are any of these fibers unimportant? Why?



Section C: Chromatography and, Mass SpectroscopV 115%l

Directions: Complete a Chromatograph of Pen A and Ptn B. Place them in the box below and label each:

L. What is the Rf values of all colors of Pen A?

2. What is the Rf values of all colors of Pen B?

3. Why must the level of the solvent be below the placement of the mixture to be tested?

4. Spot Y travels 6.0 cm and Spot X travels 4.5cm when Acetone is used as the solvent. Which spot has

intermolecular forces most like acetone? Explain.

5. What do your Rf values tell you about this crime?

6.

7.

8.

For Penny, What is the average atomic mass of liquidl?

For Amy Farrah Fowler, ls 265 a reQsonable average atomic mass for liquid 2?

Who has access to the crime scene blue liquid? Explain how you know'



Section D: Crime Scene Physical Evidence ll5%l

Fingerprint Analysis:

1,. What type of fingerprint pattern is Evidenc.e A?

2. What type of fingerprint pattern is Evidence B?

3. What minutiae is circled in both Evidence C and D?

4. What is the minutiae circled in Evidence E?

5. What type of fingerprint pattern is Evidence F?

6. When and how would a fingerprint like Evidences A-H be formed?

7. Evidence G and H are both right thumb prints. which once can you rule out as belonging to your suspect and

why?

8. Who does the other print you did not rule out implicate? Explain using three minutiae characteristics.

Blood:

1. What type of blood cell would you need if you wanted to retrieve DNA?

2. What are the four parts of blood? Circle the most abundant part.

3.

4.

What types of blood can someone with Type A blood receive in a transfusion?

What Blood type is considered the universal acceptor and why?

5.

6.

What blood type is Evidence O?

Who does Evidence O implicate?:Explain.



Section E: Analysis of Crime (30% and used as a tiebreaker)

Directions: Answer the fotlowing questions, then write an analysis of the crime scene. Your analysis must include which
pieces of evidence implicate the suspect(s), why the suspect(s) was (were) chosen as the culprit(s), and why other
suspects were not chosen.

1. What evidence do.you believe did not pertain to the crime and why?

Z- What do you believe was the MOST important piece of evidence and why?

3. ls there anyone that is NOT implicated by any evidence? Explain.

Written Analysis of Crime:


